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At Huawei’s latest Better World Summit, speakers discussed
the ways in which 5G is unlocking augmented reality (AR) for
both enterprises and consumers. [read more].
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decade strategy of March 2021. The European Commission
published a roadmap for public feedback until 22 July 2021.
[read more – subscription required].
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On 9 March 2021, the European Commission issued a major
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next decade. The so-called Digital Compass is a high-level

"Operators that are targeting new enterprise revenue must

document that establishes a series of puzzling and vague

policy document, which outlines the EU’s digital goals for the

make it a priority to deploy a cloud-native 5G core." [read

objectives. [read more – subscription required].

more].
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Source: Broadband TV News
Russia’s President Vladimir Putin has signed a law that will
ensure the free broadcasting of the 20 TV channels on the first
and second multiplexes on the internet. [read more].

Spectrum strategy should focus on the promotion of spectrum
sharing, better harmonisation of spectrum bands and
continuous development of technologies relying on the use of
spectrum. [read more – subscription required].
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Belgian city centres this year. [read more].

Bpost group has announced it will launch Ecozones in several
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sent increased by 35% in 2020. The volume of letterbox-sized

ACM: Parcel Delivery Market

mail, too, increased by 8%, whereas in previous years, that
volume structurally decreased. [read more].

grows even faster as a result of
the Pandemic
Source: ACM
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has had a visible effect on
the postal and parcel market. The volume of parcels that were
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